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Wireless +2.4 G Vertical Mouse Delux M618G GX

Delux M618G GX wireless vertical mouse
Looking  for  a  computer  mouse  that  will  make  your  daily  work  easier?  The  Delux  M618G  GX  vertical  mouse  is  sure  to  meet  your
expectations!  The  ergonomic  design  in  the  shape  of  a  snail  shell  will  provide  the  comfort  you  dream  of  while  working.  The  mouse
connects to a compatible device in the 2.4G band and offers adjustable DPI from 800-1600.
 
High precision
Now you can easily adjust the mouse's performance to your preferences. The Delux M618G GX allows you to adjust the speed up to 1600
DPI - just press the dedicated button. This makes the mouse perfect for both everyday computer work and gaming.
 
Wireless operation
You  don't  have  to  worry  about  the  mouse  draining  quickly  anymore!  The  built-in  rechargeable  battery  with  a  capacity  of  500  mAh
provides an extremely long working time. The mouse can work for up to a week on a single charge if you use it for about 8 hours each
day. You can conveniently renew the energy in the mouse with the USB-C cable included in the package.
 
Reliable connection
Pair the Delux mouse with your hardware and don't worry about interference! You'll connect the M618G GX to the device of your choice
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using the 2.4G band. You'll find a USB nano receiver included to make your task easier. So you can enjoy a stable and fast connection.
 
Comfort of use
The M618G GX mouse is designed to provide maximum comfort during daily computer work. The specially designed snail shell-shaped
design relieves strain on the muscles and joints in the wrist area. You no longer have to worry about persistent wrist pain or feeling tired!
What's more, the mouse is covered with a non-slip material that guarantees a firm grip and increases control.
 
Included
Delux M618G GX mouse
Wrist rest
Nano USB receiver
USB-C cable 1.4m
user manual
Manufacturer
Delux
Model
M618G GX
Color
Gray-black
DPI
800 / 1200 / 1600
Connection
Wireless, 2.4 G
Refresh rate
125 Hz
Operation time
Up to 56 hours
Battery capacity
500 mAh
Operating current
≤ 500 mA
Number of buttons
6
Compatibility
Windows 8 / 10, macOS

Preço:

€ 31.00

Jogos, Mouses
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